
Installation Instructions 
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Carrying capacity of the breaker(100-277V) 

�r ower B16 B25 B60(Max) C16 C25 C60(Max) 

20W 24PCS 37PCS 72PCS 41PCS 62PCS 72PCS 

sow 24PCS 27PCS 27PCS 27PCS 27PCS 27PCS 

Carrying capacity of the breaker(220-240V) 

�er r B16 B25 B60(Max) C16 C25 C60(Max) 

20W 10PCS 15PCS 30PCS 20PCS 26PCS 30PCS 

sow 11PCS 17PCS 27PCS 18PCS 27PCS 27PCS 

When using three phase electricity, the qty of spliced fixtures can be 3 times of that using single phase. 
Above info is just for reference, in practice pleaase also consider the difference of the breaker of 
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different brands/items. 
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LED Tubular Light

1.

A.Ceiling mounting
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B.Suspension mounting

L -, brown black 

N -, blue white 

@ GND -, yellow/green green 
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Adjust the height 
of lamps and lanterns 
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Adjust the Steel wire sling 
B to balance the fixture 
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DIM+/DA1-, 

DIM-/DA2-, 

/ 
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blue 

white 

Dimmable 

brown purple white 

blue gray black 

•if the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, it shall be exclusively replaced by the
manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
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Installation Instructions 

LED Tubular Light
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Remcrve gland and cut 
cord back 

. rr 

1 . Existing fixture has cords coming out of
both ends. 

4. Connect wires to new connector

7. Adding plug on opposite fixture end

. ' 

u L approved power connector , .. ' 

'

2. 3. 

5. Add external power cord (by installer) 6. Completed pow er cord installafi on 

8. Completed instaaltion of plug 9. u L approved power connector

10. Connectors added to fixture 11. Connectors added to

existing power cords.
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